"ANOTHER NIGHT"

CASSINGLE:  "Another Night" by Real McCoy, Arista 12724-4

CHOREO:  Kelli McChesney

INTRO:  Wait (16) beats / Start with LEFT foot

==================================================================

PART A  (32 BEATS):
(4)  "STOMP DOUBLES"  ---  ST DS DS RS  (turn ¼ left on each)
          L  R  L  RL
(1)  REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TURNING RIGHT

==================================================================

CHORUS  (32 BEATS):
(1)  "FANCY DOUBLE"  ---  DS DS RS RS  (arms up, then out)
          L  R  LR  LR
(1)  "ROCKING CHAIR"  ---  DS BR(UP) DS RS  
          L  R  R  LR
(1)  "KARATE"  ---  DS KICK (turn ½ left) STEP KICK  
          L  R  R  L
(2)  "BOOGIE BASICS"  ---  DS R(IB) STEP  
          L  R  L
(1)  REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

==================================================================

PART B  (32 BEATS):
(1)  "GRAPEVINE"  ---  STEP STEP STEP KICK(IF)  
          L  R  L  R
(1)  "TRIPLE"  ---  DS DS DS RS  (turn ¼ right)
          R  L  R  LR
(3)  REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO MAKE A BOX

==================================================================

PART C  (32 BEATS):
(4)  "KY DRAGS"  ---  DS DRAG STEP(IF)  
          L  L  R
(1)  "TRIPLE KICK"  ---  DS DS DS KICK  
          L  R  L  R
(1)  "CHAIN"  ---  DS RS RS RS  (turn ½ right)
          R  LR  LR  LR
(1)  REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

==================================================================

PART D  (32 BEATS):
(1)  "VINE TWIST"  ---  DS DS DBL-TW(L) TW(R) LIFT(turn ¼ right)
          L  R  L  BOTH BOTH R
(1)  "TRIPLE"  ---  (backing up)
(3)  REPEAT ABOVE (8) BEATS TO MAKE A BOX
"ANOTHER NIGHT" (CONT'D)

(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT PART B
(1) REPEAT PART C
(1) REPEAT PART D
(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT PART C
(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT PART A


ABBREVIATIONS:
ST -- stomp
DBL -- double
DS -- double step
TW -- twist
RS -- rock step
IB -- cross in back
BR -- brush
IF -- cross in front
TCH -- touch
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